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Elmer and Freitag: Introduction

Introduction
It is indeed an honor to have been given the opportunity to be guest
editors for this "Searching for a New Home" edition of the esteemed Swiss
American Historical Society Review. While we are both ardent students of
history, we are not historians by profession but rather a scientist and a
journalist - both born and raised in New Glarus, Wisconsin. Our goal is not
to retell the story of New Glarus' birth 160 years ago, but to examine this
beginning through three documents of that significant year.
Our historical journey began with the discovery of a piece of New
Glarus history long kept under wraps in the archives of the Wisconsin
Historical Society. The document which set this journey into motion is the
1845 travel and expense notebook kept by Judge Niklaus Durst. Durst,
along with Fridolin Streiff, was chosen by the Emigration Society of the
Canton of Glarus, Switzerland, to go to America's western frontier to
select and purchase land for a settlement to be known as New Glarus.
Durst's notebook (with the exception of two pages which surfaced in
Switzerland some years ago) has never been referenced in earlier New
Glarus histories. The offer of Leo Schelbert, University of Illinois at
Chicago, to transcribe and translate this document opened up the
opportunity to examine anew the founding of our hometown. We have
written a narrative that attempts to extract the various bits and pieces taken
from Diirst's notebook and provide some context to those historical
anecdotes.
While discussing the broader story of the founding of New Glarus, we
were becoming increasingly intrigued by Joshua Frey of Lehigh County,
Pennsylvania. Frey became the guide, interpreter, and diarist to Durst and
Streiff on their 1845 journey across America. But what became of Frey's
diary? After scouring the archives of the New Glarus Historical Society
and the Wisconsin Historical Society, as well as countless databases and
catalogs, we discovered the Frey diary had been published in 1847 and that
a copy existed in Glarus, Switzerland. Leo Schelbert came to our rescue
and through his nephew, Dr. Urspeter Schelbert, State Archive of Canton
Zug, an electronic copy of Frey's diary was in our hands within hours of
our request! And once again, Leo Schelbert provided a translation. To our
knowledge, this Frey diary has never been published in English, although it
has been used (although generally never referenced) in earlier histories.
Lastly, we became aware of a contemporary book published in
Switzerland, titled Die Welt ist hier weit, by historian Susanne Peter-Kubli,
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which contains the transcribed letters in German of some early New Glarus
residents back to Glarus, Switzerland. These original letters, now stored in
Canton Glarus at the Pulverturm in Schwanden, constitute the earliest
reports from the New Glarus settlement. The single earliest letter was that
of Judge Durst of 19 August 1845 - just days after the arrival of the
original colonists. Peter Etter of New Glarus and Leo Schelbert kindly
translated this letter from the Kubli-Peter book. And so we have published,
for the first time in English, the earliest communication from New Glarus
to the homeland.
What have we learned from these three documents and the hours spent
pondering the story of New Glarus' beginning? Again and again we have
been impressed with their tenacity and courage in leaving their homeland
to carve out an existence in the New World. We have learned more of the
Swiss already living in the United States who were to play a critical role
with Durst and Streiff as they moved from America's East Coast to the
frontier. And on a more academic note, we are able to document that there
were 135 original immigrants who arrived in New Glarus over the course
of several days in mid-August of 1845 while previous histories usually
state that 108 - or 122 - settlers arrived on 15 August 1845.
Not all of New Glarus' early history was harmonious, nor was it as
efficient and well-organized as the proverbial precision of the Swiss. Early
differences and disagreements among the colonists, perhaps a result of
reported clannishness, caused most of the people who hailed from the
Glarner village of Matt to move on to other parts of Green County. The
Grob brothers of the Kerenzenberg of Canton Glarus also disappeared from
the scene shortly after New Glarus' founding. The tone of Durst's 19
August 1845 letter is in part very apologetic for the lack of coordination
and communication provided to the immigrants as they made their journey.
We have come to learn, via this Durst letter, of the frustrating lack of
coordination with W. H. Blumer of Allentown, Pennsylvania, who had
indicated his intent to meet the colonists in Baltimore and lead them to the
settlement site, and the unfortunate delay of a key letter mailed to St. Louis
to inform the colonists of the purchase and location of their new land.
And finally, we have realized that there is much more New Glarus
history to research. Many original documents housed at the Pulverturm in
Schwanden have never been thoroughly examined by historians. Early
documents in the archives of the New Glarus Historical Society have never
been transcribed or translated. And recent news from Glarus, Switzerland,
is the rather coincidental 2004 publication of a two-volume set of Judge
Niklaus Durst documents. Included in this work are 1845 letters from Mrs.
Durst to her husband - hand-carried to him by the emigrants. Passages
from yet another Durst "Notizbuch" tell of Judge Durst' s trip home
between Milwaukee and Buffalo. Letters addressed to Durst and Streiff
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol41/iss2/2
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from Wm. H. Blumer and from the New York firm Bourry d'Ivemois are
also included, as is correspondence between Diirst and Streiff themselves.
Thus, more New Glarus history is waiting to be discovered. Perhaps
readers of this publication will assist us in this discovery!

***
A word about us and the history being preserved in New Glarus. As
previously stated we are natives of New Glarus. We both graduated from
the University of Wisconsin - Madison, moved away to Milwaukee
(Duane) and Chicago (Bob), had families and careers, and in recent years
have become reacquainted through volunteer work at the New Glarus
Historical Society. Our paternal ancestries both go back to the charming
village of Elm, Canton Glarus. And, our grandmothers were sisters - the
daughters of Jacob Jordi (a Bemer) and his wife, Katharina Geiger (a
Glamer)!
We are among a small band of local historians who continue to work
diligently preserving New Glarus' past. That past includes not just those
early days of colonization but all 160 intervening years. And this is no
small task. We are fortunate that the New Glarus Historical Society was
formed nearly 70 years ago. A fine outdoor, village-style museum - the
Swiss Historical Village (www .swisshistoricalvillage.com) - has been built
up over the years and is the centerpiece of our local historical society. We
both are tour guides at our museum and have the privilege of sharing the
story of New Glarus with visitors from around the world.
There are several people we wish to thank in this endeavor and chief
among them is Leo Schelbert, who has been most generous in his time,
talents and guidance. We are also appreciative of Urspeter Schelbert of the
Staatsarchiv Zug, Susanne Peter-Kubli of Wadenswil, Thomas Schatti of
Glarus, Ernst Giittinger of Schwanden, Elisabeth R. Diirst of Oberwil,
Peter Etter of New Glarus, Helen Lavasseur of Madison, Wisconsin, Gregg
Moeller of Wisner, Nebraska, and Harold Miller, Wisconsin Historical
Society archivist, for their assistance in document transcription, translation,
scanning, data collection and photographs.
We invite you to visit our village, our museum and most importantly
our people ... and we trust you will enjoy reading about the remarkable
events of 1845.
Bob Elmer and Duane Freitag
New Glarus Historical Society
P. 0. Box 745
New Glarus, WI 53574
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